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CI~P~B I
INThODUCTION
Statement of the Problem.— The problem is to ascertain the relationship
between visual defects and personality development and between visual de
fects and scholastic attainment of the students of grades 4, 5, and 6 of
Oglethorpe School, Atlanta, Georgia.
The Purposes of the Study.— The purposes of the study are the follow
ing:
1. To determine the incidence of visual defects, the stage of
personality development, and the scholastic attainnent of pupils
in grades 4, 5, and 6.
2. To discover the relationship, if any, between visual defects and
personality development.
3. To discover the relatioiiship, if any, between visual defects and
scholastic attainment.
4. To suggest methods and procedures for correcting visual defects
of the types revealed in the study as techniques for improving
personality development and scholastic ability.
Definitions.— In the study certain terms will be used frequently and
it seems necessary to clarify the following:
The telebinocular. The telebinoou].ar is an instrument designed to
discover specific visual defects.1
There are many definitions for the term, personality, but the one used
for this study is one proposed by Dashiell, as follows:2
Personality is the total picture of one’s organized behavior,
especially as it can be characterized by his fellow men in a consistent
way.
iGeorge G. Deaver, ~mdax!1enta1s of Physical Examination (Philadelphia,
1939), p. 129.
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Health Education. Health education is the si~i of all experiences
which favorably influence habits, attitudes, and knowledge relating to
individual, community and racial health.’
Visual Acuity. Visual acuity is the faculty which the eye possesses
of perceiving the shape or fo~u of objects.2
Ascendance. Ascendanc.e is the personality characteristic of dorn—
mating. ~
Sutanission. Submission is the characteristic of yielding.4
Introvert. An introvert is an individual who i~ strongly inclined
to live within himself.
Extrovert. ~n extrovert is an individual whose interest is centered
in external objects and actions.6
Method of Procedure.— The Normative—Survey Method was chosen as the
method of research for this study. Data relative to visual acuity were
collected by testing with the telebinocular, data relative to personality
development were collected by the Pintner Aspects of Personality west,’~
‘fleport of the Committee oh :J~emmino1ogy of Health Education, tHealth
Edueation,~’ Thnrnal of Health and Physical Education (Dec., 1934), p. 16.
2
(Jeorge d. Deaver, op. cit., p. 123.
3John £redellclc Dashiell, op. cit., p. 586.
4lbid.
5Floyd I. iuch, Psychology and Life (New York, 1941), p. 463.
6
Ibid.
Pintner ~ Pintner Aspects of Personality west (New York,
193?).
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and data relative to scholastic attainment were collected by the Progressive
Achievement Test.1 Then the types of difficulties were analyzed. Appropiate
tables were made for test results including the mean, median and the stan—
dare deviation for the fourth, fifth, and sixth grades. Correlations were
computed to find the relation between visual acuity and personality develop
ment and between visual acuity and scholastic attainment. These data were
discussed in terms of the questions proposed and were presented by a com
bination of the narrative, tabular and graphical methods.
Description of the Tests.— Data relative to visual acuity were collect
ed by testing with the telebinocular. The specific names for the telebin—
ocular tests that were administered in the school are the Visual Sensation
and Perception Tests of the Betts Ready to Read Unit. The telebinooular
tests seemingly are more accurate and the results secured from such tests
are more thorough than those of the Snellen Chart Test. Following are de
scriptions of the tests that go with the telebinooular:2
Test No. 1. Introduction. The purpose of this test is to introduce
binocular vision in a very simple way.
Test No. 2. Visual Efficiency. This test is designed to test both
eyes acting together as habitually and then the visual efficiency of each
eye separately.
Test No. 3. Depth Perception. The purpose of this test is to measure
the individualts level of depth perception.
Test No. 4. Vertical Imbalance. This test determines whether or not
the eyes function in the proper horizontal plane.
1Ernest Tiegs and Willis Clark, Progressive Achievement Tests
Elementary Battery, Form B (California, 1943).
2George G. Deaver, op.oit., pp. 129 — 141.
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Test No. 5, Fusion at Distance. The purpose of this test indieates
one’s fusion power of smafl—sized images at distances beyond arm’s reach.
Test No. 6. Lateral Imbalance. This test indicates the tendenoy of
the two eyes to deviate from normal positions when looking at objects at a
distax~ce within arm’s reach and when looking at objects beyond arm’s reach.
Test No. 7. Distanoe Fusion. The purpose of this test is to test
fusion ability at reading distance.
Test No. 8. Sharpness of Image at Near and Far Points. This test
detects errors of focus of a degree sufficient to interfere with efficient
vision and inefficiency when looking at objects beyond arm’s reach.
The methods utilized for these tests were those suggested by George G.
Deaver, who says:1
In order to effectively secure the best results for detecting
visual defects, each of the eight tests must be given. The purpose
of these tests is: To provide a speedy and precise method of deter
mining how well prepared are an individual’s eyes to do important
daily tasks efficiently and safely. Failure to pass these simple
tests indicates the need of a thorough eye examination.
Data relative to personality development were collected by administering
the Pintner Aspects of Personality Test. Ascendance, submission, intro
version, extroversion, and emotional stability were the personality traits
measured in this test.
Data relative to scholastic attainment were secured from the Pro
gressive Achievement Test administered in the school by the staff. The
Progressive Achievement Test is a group diagnostic test battery including
reading vocabulary, reading comprehension, arithmetic reasoning, arithmetic
fundamentals, and language. It is a standardized test and is especially
useful in indicating the extent of mastery and the difficulties of pupils
in the fuiadamentetl skills. By means of nineteen sub—tests, outlines under
the five tests mentioned some diagnostic analysis of the abilities of
1George G. Deaver, op. cit., p. 131.
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students in each of the grades is provided. The test situations are
organized so that each pupil’s strengths and weaknesses are readily
apparent, and the test results are an immediate aid to the teacher in
fitting instruction to the needs of her pupils.1
Importance of the Stu~.— The study is designed to show the possibility
of correcting visual defects and thereby improving the status relative to
personality development and soholastic attainment. There are numerous
definitions of personality and in each there is an understanding that
personality includes one’s health conditions. Seemingly, there is a close
relationship between one’s health status and personality development.
It has also been felt that reading difficulties can often be attributed
to visual defects. Rogers2 says that the vision of the school child is of
the utmost importance, and the stating of such truism should seem unnecessary.
The strenuous use of the eyes of the pupils in reading, writing, etc., is
emphasized in teacher training and in practice before the question of their
fitness for this use is looked into.
Related Literature.— There have been several studies in connection with
the study of visual defects by the Sne].len Chart and only~ a few such studies
made with the telebinocular. Following are some of the studies made by out—
standing authorities in the vision field.
1Ernest Tiegs and Willis Clark, Catalogue of Standardized Tests
(California, 1946), p. 7.
2James Frederick Rogers, 1I~hat Every Teacher Should Know About the
Physical Conditions of Her Pupils (Washington, D. C., 1936), p. 7.
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Dorothy B. Nyswander1 tested 591 students in six different grades in New
York and found the following:
Of 591 children in. six different grades, 79 were found whose records
showed the date when visual acuity defects had first been determined by the
Snellen Test and when glasses had been obtained. These records were in
spected to determine (1) who made the initial detection of visual defects,
(2) how much time intervened between the first detection and the correction,
and (3) what efforts were made by the nurse to secure correction were re
corded. Each child was interviewed to find out how many children owning
glasses were not wearing them.
The diagnosis and treatment of pathologic conditions of the eyes are
the physicians responsibility, but the testing procedure, which may locate
abnormal functioning, and the recognition of pathologio lesions can be
performed by trained teachers.2
The report on the Keystone opthalmic tolebinocular by Miriam Foster,
research assistant in Massachusett’s Department of Public Health, indicates
its usefulness in the schools.3 Examining approximately 100 children in
the upper six grades, he found that among these children referred to the
eye specialist and found by him to have serious defects, there was none
whose record on the Sneflen Tests indicated a need for such examination.
1Dorothy B. Nyswander, Solving School Health Problems (New York,
1942), pp. 155 — 156.
2George G, Deaver, op. cit., pp. 121 — 122.,
J. O’Rouke, “Visual Defects of School Children,” The Commonwealth
(July, August, September), p. 67.
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A preliminary report of the Advisory Committee on Teacher Education in
New York revealed the following:1
An objective test on the eye health of school children given to
1,200 senior students in 20 institutions preparing teachers reveals
that less than half the students have fundamental information on eye
health needed by the teacher.
The Advisory Committee on Teacher Education in New York also found the
following:2
Au inquiry regarding the curriculum offerings in eye health was
sent to 62 universities. Forty—two responded. Of these, one—third
reported no offerings, one—third offered one unit, and the remaining
third offered two or more units in eye health. In the last group,
eight universities devoted more than two semester hours to this
subject.
Schools should cooperate more in regards to the eye health program.
It is indeed a subject that will decrease many problems in the classroom.
Wells3 believes that when the facts are known, it is quite possible that
visual tests will not stop with measuring the acuity of each eye and testing
the color sense, but that a certain standard of stereopsis (depth perception)
will be rei~ired. Wells4 also believes that the power of fusion is largely
a product of motivation.
1Preliminary Report of the Advisory Committee on Teacher Education,
Eye Health in Teacher Education (New York, 1944), pp.~5 — 6.
2lbid




J3etts reports on a study made by Dearborn and Comfort1 of the De
partment of Educational Psychology of Harvard University*
In 1932, an instrument for measuring differences of size and shape
of ocular images (aniseikonia) was designed for the Department of Ed
ucational Psychology of the G-raduate School of Harvard University. Re
cently, Dearborn and Comfort made a report, without establishing definite
conclusions of the study of 164 cases. Their investigation is pertinent
because 117 of the cases had specific learning disabilities, 78 per cent
of whom had a significant ~nount of size differences. They found, as in
vestigators on other phases of reading disabilities have concluded, that
it is not so much the degree of the defect, as it is the degree of counter
poise of the individual in compensating for the defect, that detennines
the amount of distress that is caused.
Many studies have been made with the Keystone telebinocular tests.
Using the fusion slide of the telebinocular test, Betts2 tested 194 first—
grade entrants. Thirteen per cent could not fuse the small targets at the
distance eguivalent of forty inches; 13.7 per cent of the puDils could not
co—ordinate their eyes for fusion of the target at reading distance. Al
though the coordinated action of the two eyes is only one mechanical fac
tor contributing to efficient and rapid reading, fusion difficulties
should be corrected by eye—specialists as a part of any prevention and
correction school health program.
‘]~mett A. Bette, ~Reading Disabilities and Their Correction: Nation
al Conference of Research in Elementary English,?? Elementary English
Review 3~I cMarch, April, May, June, 1935), pp. 69—73; 131—141; 157—165;
9
In ohec king the results of the Snellen Chart test over against the
telebinocular test at Ohio University in 1934, the following was found:
Checking the results of the Snellen Chart Test against the telebinocular
test, Betts~- has fouthi that only 5 to 40 per cent (varying with the examiner
and the school population of the children) are identified who need the
help of an eye—specialist. The chief visual factors contributing to school
failures are not identified by the Snellen Chart.
An analysis of the limitations of the Snellen Chart Test for the
diagnosis of reading difficulty shows: (1) The test does not appraise the
efficiency of the eyes at reading distance. (2) The test does not appraise
the coordination of the two eyes. (3) The test provides not even a crude
index to the degree of farsightedness. (4) The test is not critical in de
tecting astigmatism because an individual can with conscious effort force
his eyes to small enough type to pass the test even though his refractive
error is such as to make sustained reading difficult and uncomfortable.
Poor vision is caused by numerous factors and in many instances directs
an individual’s habi~s and progress. In England,in a report made by the
Co3m~itteo of Inquiry into Problems Connected- with Defective Vision in
School Children~ the following was found: A recent s~udy of 2,625 children
between the ages of one and fifteen years, revealed 2 to 10 per cent free
from refractive errors, depending on the age. Myopia (nearsightedness) was
rare in children under five years but was found to increase from 2 to 5.5
1Emmett A. Betts, op. cit.
2
Report of Committee of Inquiry Into Problems Connected with Defective
Vision in School Children, “Defective Vision,” (London, England, 1931), p. 19.
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per cent between the eight and fifteenth year. Farsightedness decreased
with the advance in age.
Summary.— It has already been indicated that headaches, nervousness,
and various abnormalities may be the result of impaired vision. It is
realized that reading difficulties may arise from limited intelligence and
that they very often arise from psychoeducational difficulties, including
unhappy, emotional experiences, the development of undesirable attitudes,
fatity eye movement, oi~ the tendency to reverse letter and word forms.
on the other hand, reading difficulties may, and often do, result from
unusual defects. Certainly, when a retarded child with inability to
concentrate, inattentiveness, restlessness, and lack of interest in his
work is discovered, one should make sure that he is free from both visual
and auditory defects before one assviu~that he is dull.
C. E. Thrrie? summarizes the relation of visual defects to personality
development and scholastic achievement as follows:
In the interest of the health of the child and the educational
progress of the class, the teachers need to detect possible diffi
culties and secure a thorough exemination when there is suspicion
of trouble. Her encouragement is often needed to persuade parents
to secure glasses for the child. She may need to combat the ground
less superstition that wearing glasses in childhood weakens the eyes.
When glasses have been secured, she needs to see that the child wears
then regularly. The myopic child may need her supervision to avoid
overuse of the eyes or her help in being placed in a special class.
The maintenance of good lighting in the classroom and the best
possible seating of children with visual difficulties are also
teacher responsibilities. In doing these things, the teacher is
making health education direct, personal, and applied.
1C. a. Turner, Principles of Health Education (New York, 1939),
pp. 115—116.
CHAPTER II
PRESENTATION AND INTERPRETATION OF DATA
Visual Acuity.— In securing information relative to visual acuity, the
writer administered the eight tests of the telebinooular group. Anyone
failing to pass these tests needs the attention of an eye physician. So ores
ranging from 0 to 50 in this test mean; undesirable vision, from 51 to 74
is an average or norma]. score and from 75 up is an excellent score in vision.
The norm for the telebinocular testis 50.
The telebinocular tests were administered to twenty—one, fourth—grade
students. The range of the scores was between 16.2 and 95.5. The arithmetic
mean was 57.5, meaning that the fourth grade made 7.5 points above the norm
for visual acuity. Fifty per cent of the oases were above 55.55, the median,
and fifty per cent below. Data relative to visual acuity for grade four may
be seen in Table I.
The telebinooular tests for visual acuity were administered to twenty—
two, fifth grade students. The range of the scores was between 54.1 and 91.4
and the median score was 73. The arithmetic mean was 71.3, meaning that the
average score was 21.3 above the norm for the fifth grade in visual acuity.
Data relative to visual acuity for grade five may be seen in Table 1.
Twenty—six, sixth grade students tooLc the test in visual acuity. The
range of the scores was between 29.4 and 95.5. Fifty per cent of the stu
dents made scores above 67.4; the median, and fifty per cent were below. An
arithmetic mean of 69.8 denotes that grade six was 19.8 above the norm in




Comparison of Grades 4, 5, and 6 in Visual Acuity.— Of the three
grades, grade four had the widest range of the scores, which was from
18.2 to 95.5 and grade five had the closest range which was from 54.1
to 91.4. The fact that the fourth grade had such a wide range is its
scores is tbhat one student is practically blind. Grade four was 7.5
points above the norm; grade five, 21.3 points above the norm; and grade
six, 19.8 above the norm. It can be said that each grade had an average
score above the norm in visual acuity. Grade four had a median score of
58.55; grade five, 73; and grade six, 67.4. Ihese data seem to indicate
that of the three grades, grade five excelled in visual acuity. In. other
words, grade five had better visual acuity than grades four and six.
Table 1 shows the comparison of scores for the three grades in visual
acuity and Figure 1 shows a comparison of grades 4, 5, and 6 with the
norm in visual acuity. Scores for students in visual acuity for the
three grades are shown in Tables 4, 5, and 6.
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r.A3LE I.
COMPARISON OF GRADES .4, 5, AN]) 6 IN VISUAL ACUITY
~rade 4 Grade 5 Grade 6
No. of students 22 22 26
Range of scores 16.2 — 95.5 54.1 — 91.4 29.4 — 95.5
Median 58.55 73 67.4
Mean 57.5 71.3 69.8























Personality Development.— The Pintner Aspect of Personality Test1 was
administered to the fourth, fifth, and sixth grades of Oglethorpe School.
Ascendance, submission, introversion, extroversion and emotional stability
were the traits measured by this test. The uses of this test may be as
follows:2
1. To ixi~1ioate to the teacher the status of her pupil’s in each of
three aspects of personality.
2. To aid in educational and vocational guidance.
3. To furnish a basis for recommending psychiatric advice.
4. To use as a guide in psychiatric interview.
5. To use in survey purposes.
6. To use in research purpose.
According to the manual of directions of the personality test,3 a
sàore of 50 or below on this test indicates that the child is having
personality difficulties and special attention is to be given the student.
A low score on the test indicates that the child is of the slow, sub—
missive type. He is a child that is more than likely an introvert and is
emotionally unbalanced.
Twenty—four, fourth grade students took the personality test. The
range of the scores was between 50 and 90. No student in the fourth grade
made a score below the norm in personality. Fifty per cent of the scores
were above 64, the median, and fifty per cent below. The arithmetic mean
1





for the class was 65.6, which is 15.6 points above the norm. The results
of the scores for grade four in personality development are shoi~n in
Table 2.
There were twenty-one, fifth grade students to take this test. The
range of the scores was between 43 and 81. One student made below the
norm in personality which was 43. The median for these scores was 65.
The arithmetic mean, 64.3, indicates that the fifth grade was 14.3 points
above the norm in personality. Data relative to personality development
in grade five may be seen in Table 2.
This personality test was administered to twenty—six, sixth grade
students. The range of the scores was between 38 and 79. Five students
made scores below the norm. Fifty per cent of the students made scores
above 59, the median, and fifty per cent below. The arithmetic mean,
58.8, indicates that the sixth grade was 8.8 above the norm in personality
development. A total picture of the sixth grade in personality development
is shown in Table 2.
Con~ariscnof Grades 4, 5, and 6 in Personality Development.— No student
in grade four made a score below the norm in personality; one student made
below the norm in grade five and five students made below the norm in grade
six. The mean score for personality development in grade four was 65.6;
for grade five, 64.3; grade six, 58.8. The standard deviation for grade
four was 9.4; grade five, 5.4; grade six, 9.4, Grades four and six had
wider ranges in scores than grade five. These facts seem to indicate that
grades four, five and six had averages above the norm for personality
development. Nevertheless, fewer personality difficulties appeared in
17
grade four. A picture of the results of scores for the three grades is
shown in Table 2 and a picture of the results of the three grades as com
pared with the norm in personality development may be seen in Figure 2.
Scores of the students for personality development in the three grades are
shown in Tables 4, 5, and 6.
TABLE 2
COMPARISON OF GRADES 4, 5, AND 6 IN PERSONALITY DEVELOPMENT
Grade 4 Grade 5 Grade 6
No. of students 25 21 26
Range of scores 50 — 90 43 — 83. 58 — 79
Median 64 66 59
Mean 65.6 64.3 58.8
















Figure 2. Comparison of Grades 4, 5, and 6 in Personality Develop




Progressive Achievement Test.— The Progressive Achievement Test was
administered by the staff on May 23, 1946. This test inoludes reading
vocabulary, reading oomprehension, arithmetic reasoning, arithmetic
fundamentals and language. The results of this test may be utilized by
the teacher in fitting instruotion to the needs of her students. The norm
varies for each class: For grade four, the norm is from 165—169; for grade
five, 2].5—2].9 and grade six, 263—266. Since the test was given during the
ninth month of school and the students were ready for promotion, the norm
used for each grade was that given for nine months in the respective grade.
The Progressive Aohievement Test was administered to twenty-one, fourth
grade students. The range of the scores was between 54 and 235. The score
of 54 represents the average achievement as expected of students between the
second and third grades and the score of 235 represents the ability of
students between the sixth and seventh grades. The median score was 146
and the mean score was 152.31 which is 12.69 points below the norm for
grade four. The results of the scores for scholastic attainment for
grade four may be found in Table 3.
Eighteen, fifth grade students were given this test. The range of the
scores was between 136 and 250. The median score was 183 and the mean score
of the class was 192.7 which is 22.3 points below the norm for grade five.
A picture of the results of the scores for scholastic attainment for grade
five is shown in Table 3.
Twenty—seven, sixth grade students were given this test. The range of
the scores was betweon 54 and 311. The median score was 210. The score of
54 represents the average achievement of students between the second and
20
third grades and the score of 311 represents the average achievement of
students between the eighth and ninth grades. These two ext~enies caused
a wide range in the scores. ~.he mean score, 204, was 59 points below the
norm for the sixth grade. Data relative to scholastic attai~ent for
grade six are presented in .Lable 3.
Comparison of Scholastic Attainnient for Grades 4, 5, and 6.— Grades
four7 five and six should have made mean scores as that of students in
grades 4.9, 5.9, and 6.9. This should have been so because the exem—
ination was given at the time of promotion at the end of the school year.
The mean score for grade four was 152.31, which is 12.69 points below the
norm for the fourth grade and is the scholastic achievement expected of
students in grade 4.6. The mean score for grade five was 192.7, which
was 22.3 points below the norm for grade five, and is a grade placement
of grade 5.4; the mean score for grade six was 204 which is 59 points
below the no~ii for the class and a grade placement of 5.6. A few stu—
dents (one insome cases) makjn~ such low scores brought the class norm
below average. comparison of grades 4, 5, and 6 in scholastic at—
taimiient is shown in Table 3. A picture of the average of the three
grades is shown in ligure 3 and scores of students in the scholastic




COI~P.ARIS0N OF GRADES 4, 5, AND 6 IN SCHOLASTIC ATTAI1~MENT
Grade 4 Grade 5 Grade 6
No. of students 21 16 27
Range of scores 54 — 235 136 — 250 54 — 311
Median 146 183 210
Mean 152.31 192.7 204
Grade equi~1ent of mean 4.6 5.4 5.6



















Figure 3. Comparison of Grades 4, 5, and 6 in Scholastic Attain













A COMPARISON OF THE SCORES OF THE FOURTH GRADE STUDENTS IN VISUAL
ACUITY, PERSONALITY DEVELOPMENT AND SCHOLASTIC ATTAINMENT
1946
STUDENTS TEST RESULTS
. VISUAL PERSONALITY SCHOLASTIC
. ACUITY DEVELOPMENT ATTAINMENT
A 54.2 63 113
B 91 61 143
C —— 68 101
D 66.8 78 160
E 58.5 58 108
F 66.8 50 54
G. 33.3 74 186
H 62.7 73 171
I 16.2 90 171
J 29.4 53
K 46.7 63
L 50.2 72 146




Q 61.5 79 202
R 48.5 59 147
S 95.5 78 196
T 41.8 67 122
U 62.7 50 194
V 83.2 67 196
W 62.7 63 136
X 50.4 68 235
Y 58.5 56
Arithmetic Mean 57.5 65.6 152.31
Standard Deviation 18.3 9.4 40.7
Median 58.55 64 146
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•TABI~E5
A COMPARISON OF THE SCORES OF THE FIFTH GRADE STUDENTS IN VISUAL





. Z 58.7 60 184
AB 75 63
AC 71 65 136
AD 87.3 69 176
AN 75 64 218
fi.~F 91.4 70 234
AG 87.3 52 221
AU
Al 58.6 ——
AJ 62.7 59 229
AK 54.7 58 173
AL 54.2 65
J~M 54.1 64
AN 75 72 182
AO 66.6 64 142
AP 79.1 64 180
AQ 75 70 238
AR 87.3 66 212
AS 63.9 68 150
AT 75 81 250
AU 70.9 67 162
AV 75 43 220
Arithmetic Mean 71.3 64.3 192.7
Standard Deviation 11 5.4 34.5
Median 73 65 183
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TABlE 6
A COMPARISON OF THE SCORES OF THE SIXTH GRADE STUDENTS IN VISUAL





AW 91.4 61 144
AX 6-1.& 44~ 174
AY 66.6 56 235
AZ 91.4 63 222
BC 95.5 71 311
BD 91.4 54 264
BE 91.4 60 272
BF 67.4 58 163
BG 87.3 66 180
BE 91.4 62 173
BI 58.3 56 210
BJ 45.8 49 54
BK 75 53 262
BL 66.6 65 165
BM - 79.1 79 241
BN 45.8 43 90
BO 67.4 65 208
BP 75 69 280
BQ 54.2 56 145
BR 62.7 64 174
BS 50 —— 276
BT 75 57 249
BU 54.2 38 137
BV 29.4 49 153
BW 68 263
BX 65.7 58 235
~ BY 75 66 228
Arithmetic Mean 69.8 58.8 204
Standard DeviatIon 15.8 9.4 60.8
Median 67.4 59 210
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The RelationshiP Between Visual Acuity and Personality Development
and Between Visual Acuity and Scholastic Attainment.— Scores in visual
acuity were correlated with scores in personality development and it WBB
found that the correlation between these two traits, visual acuity and
personality development, was positive 0.1. Garrett says that when there
is a correlation from 0 to ~.20 there is an indifferent or negligible re—
lationship.1 When one atypical student in the group examined, who made an
unusually low score on visual acuity and a high score on personality de
velopment was excluded, the relationship improved as.shown by the fact
that the correlation between visual acuity and personality development V
rose from 0,1 to 0.29. This low correlation between visual acuity and
personality indicates the high degree df uncertainty with whioh one can
predict one of these traits from a Lcnowledge of the other.
Scores in visual acuity were correlated with scores in scholastic
attainment and it was found that the correlation between these two traits,
visual acuity and scholastic attainment, was positive 0.43. Garrett2
also states that any correlation between±~0.40 and t0.70 denotes sub
stantial relationship. Therefore, these data indioate a marked or sub
stantial relationship between visual acuity and scholastic attainment.
As a result it can be said that there is a better relationship
between visual acuity and scholastic attainment than between visual
acuity and personality development. The fact that the correlation for
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Co~j.clusions.— Data relative to visual acuity were collected by
testing with the telebinocular. As a result of the test of visual acuity,
grade four had a mean score of 57.5; grade five, 71.3; and grade six,
69.8. Each of the three grades had a mean score above the norm which is
50. The mean score for the three grades together was 66.54. The
frequency distribution of the telebinocv.lar tests for visual acuity of
the three grades is shown in 1.iable 7 in the Appendix.
The Pintner Aspects of Personality West was administered for data on
personality development. As a result of this test, grade four had a
mean score of 65.6; grade five, 64.3; and grade six, 58.8. When the three
grades were grouped together, the mean was 62.42. Each of the three
grades made mean scores above the norm which is 50. The frequency dis
tribution of personality development of The three grades is shown in
Table 8 in the Appendix.
The Progressive Achievement Test was administered in the school by
the staff for data relative to scholastic attainment. Whe norm for this
test varies for each class, for grade four, the norm was from 165—169;
fro grade five, 215—219; and grade six, 263—266. Grade four had a mean
score of 152.31; grade five, 192.7; and grade six, 204. The mean for the
three grades, grouped together, was 185.15. Each of the three grades
made scores below the norm in schola~ti,~ attainment. wable 9 in the
Appendix shows the frequency distribution of scholastic attainment for
the three grades together.
It was found that the correlation between visual acuity and personality
development was positive 0.1 which is an indifferent and negligible re—
lationship. I~onc1usion from the data found (visual acuity and
personality development) one cannot predict to an appreciable extent the
student’s personality traitsfrom a knowledge of his visual acuity.
The correlation between visual acuity and scholastic attainment was
positive 0.43 which is a substantial and marked relationship. Where was
better relationship between visual acuity and scholastic attainment than
between visual acuity and personality development. The fact that the
correlation for visual acuity and.sbholastic attainment is 0.43 indicates
that as visual acuity improves, so alsc does the scholastic attainment.
Reco~endations.— The following are methods and procedures for cor
recting visual defects of the types revealed in this study as techniques
for improving scholastic ability.
1. Cooperation should exist between the home and the schoql. The
parents of those students whose vision proved undesirable by the tele—
binocular tests should be sent letters sixniliar to the following:
Dear Mr • and Mrs •_______________________
This is to inform you that your child had the telebinocular visual
acuity test on ilay 23, 1946, The ourpose of these tests is to provide a
speedy and precise method of determining how well prepared are an in
dividual’s eyes to do important daily tasks efficient1~ and safely.
Failure to pass these simple tests indicates the need of a thorough eye
exmninatioa.
_____________________ had undesirable results on the tests and I
wish to have a conference with you about her. I will be available Mondays
through iridays from 1:00 P. M. to 3:00 P. Ii. for conferences.
Sincerely yours,
Oglethorpe Lchool
2. The teachers should continue to test for visual defects.
Visual acuity is an important phase of the health prograxil. Many class—
ro~ teachers can easily detect the students in their classes who have
visual defects. Defective vision is often reflected by some abnoimality
of behavior as when the child:1
a. Attempts to brush away blurs.
b. Bl~nks continually when reading.
a. Cries frec~uently.
d. Has fits of temper.
e. Holds the book far away from the face when reading.
f. Holds the book close to eyes when reading, or keeps face close
to page.
g. Holds body tense when looking at distant objects.
h. Is inattentive during class discussion of field trip or visit
to museu~is.
i. Is inattentive during wall—chart, map or blackboard lessons.
j. Is inattentive during reading lesson.
Ic. Is i~ritabie over work,
1. Reads but brief period without stopping.
m1 Reads when he should be at play.
n. Rubs eyes frequently.
o. screws up face when looking at distant objects.
p. ~crews up face when reading.
q. shuts one eye when reading or covers one when reading.
1Report of the Joint C~iittee on Health Problems in ~ducation of
the National hducation Association and the ~rnerican Medical Association.
Cons3rving the ~Sight of School Children Pub. 6 (New York, 1935).
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The classroom teacher can use these suggestions as detecting visual
difficulties. These characteristics should not be thought of as always
being the cause of defective vision, but the majority of such cases us
ually need the attention of an eye physician.
3. Ideally, besides receiving cooperation from the home, the school
must do its share in preventing and correcting defeicts. The school should
have a school nurse, whose function should be to follow—up the children
who had visual defects in order to urge parents to have the defects cor
rected, and if necessary, to arrange for having it done.
4. There should be some type of eye program in the school. The
schools should make an effort to have a vision program. The vision pro
gram would keep permanent records of each child’s school eye tests as
well as records of the follow—up conferences. In the event a child needs
help with visual problems, conferences should be made between the parent
and eye examiner. The school in some way should stress the significance
of the biological facts related to visual acuity, eye coordination and
facts pertaining to the eyes should be included in the curriculum.
5. The following equipment of the school should be checked:
Lighting. There should always be correct lighting in the schools.
Lights should not make a glare in the student’s face and there should
be a sufficient amount of lighting distributed properly and evenly in the
classroom.
Seating. Poor vision may often result from improper seating of the
students~, The teachers should always note to see if the seats are adjust
ed according to the size of the student. Seats that can be hampered with
dii.. :njt ut. •iUilliL • .dii”i . ~. J~I .S.~ibi- I.e... •.. ..iu, ‘.me.
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end adjustable are preferable over stationer? seats. The seats should
be placed with the best lighting situation present possible.
The writer thinks that the methods and procedures meationsd will
correct visual defects which in turn will improve scholastic attainnsnt.
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FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION OF THE TELEBINOCULAR TESTS FOR VISUAL ACUITY
OF FOURTH, FIFTH, A1~1) SIXTH GRADE STUDENTS
1946
cuss FREQUENCY
95—99....... 11••••••• . . • . . 2
90—94....... • • •.. . . . . . . . •. 7
85—89......... • •ll•l • • • . . 4
80—84....... . •.. . •. •..... 1
75 — 79 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12
70—74... . . . •1••l.~ •.... . . 2
65—69...... . . •..... ~1I •~ •~ 9
60—64. . . . . . •... . . . . •1l• •. 8
55 — 59 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • 6
50—54. . • • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9
45—49...... •....... •~ • •l• 4
4044.. • . . . • a ~ a.. a a.... 1
35—39. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0
30—34. • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
25—29..... ••~~ •, •... ~1I . 2
20—24...... ~•, • • •. ~1ll • • •. 0
15—19.1....... ll•... . . . . •1 2.
N: 69
Med. 65.89 M. : 66.34 SD. m 17.53
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TJ~BTiE 8
FREQUENCY DISTRI3UTION OF PERSONALITY DEVEIDPMENT OF FOURTH, FIFTH,
AND SIXTH GRADE STUDENTS
1946
CLASS FREQUENCY
90—94. . . . • • . . . • • • • • • , . • • 1
85—89...... • . • . • • • • •.••• 0
80—84....... . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
75—79. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4
70—74...... •.....• . . . . . . 7
65—69....... . ....I•••••• 17
60 — 64 • • • , • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 17
55 — 59 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . 12
50—54....... . . . . . . . . . . . . 6
45—49. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
40—44. • . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
35—39 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
N— 71
Med. 62.88 N. 62.42 SD. 9.05
ii. ii I III I~ I]ljI~IjII~.
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ThBLE 9
FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION OF SCHOLASTIC ATTAINMENT OF FOURTH, FIFTH,
AND SIXTH GRADE. STUDENTS
1946
CLA.SS FREQUENCY
300—314.. •....••• . . •..... 1
286 — 299 . • • • , • • • • • • . . . . . . • 0
270—284....... . •1••I•.. . . 3
255—269....... . . . . . . • •..• 3
240 — 254 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
226 — 239 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7
210—224...... • . . . . . . . . •.. 6
195 — 209 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4
180—194....... . .. . . . •. . . . 6
166 — 179 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8
150—164....... . , . . • . . . . . . 6
135—149....... . •......, . . 10
120 — 134 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
105 — 119 . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
90—104....... . . •..... . . . 2
75— 89.... ........ . . . . . . 0
60— 74...... . . . . . . . . . . . . 0
45 — 59 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
N~ 65
Med. = 180.75 M. t 185.15 SD. : 53.38
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Subject Failures -
Wearing Glasses: Yes No___..
Snellen Standard (if desired)
With Glasses: Right____ Left____
Without Glasses: Right____ Left_..._.
KEYSTONE VISUAL SURVEY TESTS School Survey CutnulativeRec rd Form No. I
For Use with Keystone Visual Survey Telebinocular
Name -.----.- ..-. Sex
Date ..._.~...z Teacher .. --
Date of birth C. Age M. Age Grade
yr. mo. da. yr. mo. yr. mu. I
School. - ..... _-... City___..
Address~_.----. Phone
Referred to Clinic by.-
Approved by.... Examiner
_________ (Principal or - __________
Left On1~ RIght Only Undesirable Tendenoy Paisable PASS Passable Undesirable Tendency
Test 1 (DB4OA) . - -
Simultaneous Vision
. I • 03 03 03~t 03 —ai—3—
~ 2 —4—2— + 2 + 2 + 2 I —.4—2— ~ 2
Test 2 (DB-SC)
Vertical Imbalance Q 0 ~ 0 ~ ~ —e~— ~ Q ~ Qo
only only 0 - -—2 0 2. ~ 2 ~ 2 0~ 0 2
—A—3-— ~ 3 * .3 *3 — * 3 * 3 —k—~——~
only
Test 3 (DB-9) t5.1+~3 . . 3.2.1 15 14 13 12 ii 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2Lateral Imbalance
(Far Point) Numbers Only
• only . Four, widely I •i~ne~ 1~ F9a6 Foar, fleer ~ I Four, widely
separated each other then then . each other separated
Test4(DB-4K) I. ~ three ~) l~D~D ~D ~O @•
Fat- Point Fusion
. only 1 ~..• ~ .____.. •
~ Test 5 (DB4B) -1 2 10 11 : Slide Holder
Binocular Visual R L C B T C L . B L R ~ to
Efficiency 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100% 105% 110%
Na Drgs
‘ Test 6 (DB2B) Seen Unless J 2 3 4 1 6 7 8 10 11 Slide Holder
Left Eye-Visual Right Rye T B C R L C B R C B i R . out to
Efficiency is Occluded 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100% 105% 110%
NaDots
Test 7 (DB3B) Seen Unless i 2 3 4 S 6 7 8 S - 10 11 Slide Holder
Right Eye Viaual Left Eye R L C B T C L B C L R Out to
Efficiency is occluded 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100% 105% 110%
Very blurred lines in some and clear lines in Very blurred lines in some or all
~ Test 8 (DB—7R) - others of the “Tent Balls” at FAR POINT. of the “Test Balls” at NEAR
No very Clear listen No very POINT.
(DB—7L) Left Right blurred lines is all blurred lines I — Loft Right
Clearness of Image Left Balls Right Balls - QQ (j) ØQQ in any “Test Balls” in any QQ (~j) I ØQQ“Test Ball” at . “Test Ball”
(Far Point and
only only ‘ 0®~ I ®~0 at NEAR POINT at O® ~®cD




I Test 9 (DB-9) 12.11 ... - s.sJ~
Lateral Imbalance
-(Wear Point) . Nmbecs Only 12 11 - 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1
Foar, . Faur, nears Faur, widely ~only . Four, widely I •t~OUt3OO5t~ • then thee each other separated
sepurated each nther
Test 10 (DB-5K) ~D ~D cj~ ~D 0 ~ ~three ~ three00 ~ ~ I ~
Near Point Fusion only • I
1 5 3 3 9 7 4 9 101112
Test 11 (DB-6D) - U U ‘+ o * o ~ ~ + * + ~
Storeopois . 4-only osly•
Test 12 DB-11
Color Perception Red.Graen 14 21 ~8 V3 DB-12 I 11 28 33 44 AllYellow-Blue . Correct
Copyright 1944 ,Keystone View Co., Meadville, Penna. Reproduction Positively Forbidden. Printed in U. S. A.
Gener I Instr tions Arrange’ the slides•,’in,a pile, in the order- be~w. Put three or’.fpur sljdes in the slide holderas soon as any slide has been used and remövdd~ insert at’the:back of the slide holder the flex
slide on the pile, in this way keeping more than one slide in the slide holder until the completion of the test.
If the used slides are placed, face down, in a pile as they are removed, they will b~ in order for theiiext test,, with thç exception tha
when ~ 3 is completed this slide (D’B-9) should be’ ~làced by itself for use in Test 9;
Intetpr.tatlola of the Record Form, When all replies are checked in the “Pass” column (set off by heavy lines) visual performanq
is considered to besatisfactory in so far as this test goes.
When all replies are checked within the “Pass” and “Passable” columns, further examination is pràbably unnecessary if there is nc
discomfort or below-normal reading ability. However, a retest should be given within 60 days.
Wh~p one or more replies. are checked in the “Undesirable Tendency” columns a more complete examination is probably in order
“Near Point,” “~Reading Distance,” and “2.50?’ are equivalents; “Far Point” and “00—00” are equivalents,”
More complete directions are given on the back of each stereograph. READ TH~Ml Schools may use only “Minimum Responses~
DIRECTIONS FOR SCORING
Set slide holder at 0O-~O0 Far PoInt. -- a check ,naric ( v.) on the picture most ñeairiy’
“What do you see?” . . corresponding to the reply.
“Is the dog in the hoop, Is he just starting through the hoop, j Both dor and pig must be seen at the same
or is he through the hoop?” I ,,
“Is the green line above the large ball, through the large I Put a check mark ( .,j ) on the design, m~~t’ nearl7
ball, or below the large ball?” j correept ding to the’ l~eply. if line 18 not through ‘~he
~ 2 ~ the ball on the -right side or on the left side of the little ~ ehec~ the design in column most nearly’ Oorre
mark in the middle of the green line?” (Optional question. i epondlng to the.posltion of the. dog in TEST 1.
No cheek mark needed ) ‘
. . .
chat number does the arrow point?” ‘ i Put a vertical Une on the figure or space between
I figures to which the arrow points. Should theareo*
I come to rest use two lines, marking the extremes of mo-
I tionwtthahorizontalarrowI—~.I ot I4~I or 4—).)
. indicating direction of motion. ,.
‘Do you see two balls, three balls, or four balls?” IPiiUI’check mark on the desigemost nearly corr~
2 “What color are they?” I spondlug- to the reply. The position of th~ faeee~i
3 If four balls are seen, ask, “Are the little faces looking at important. The check mark as determined’ by thc
each other or away from each other?” I ~osl~on of the faces should be on the same side of th~
. “Pass” column as the,, check mark In TEST. 3.
1 “Do you see a little dot on the right side of signboard No. 1 ?“ Put a cheek mat on the last correct reply If sign-
2 “Where is the dot in slgnboard No. 2? In each of the other I U,Pd No. 11 Is read correctly and slide holder. is
signboards?” Should dot In No. 11 be read correctly, move I moved out, indicate,,how far out, under ‘Slide Holder
slide holder to extreme end of shaft and ask the next gues- Out to -——- ..
tion. See Note 1.
e”dotThlgflDo~fd ~
usion is used, put an “0” on Ibat
TEST 5, cover the right barrel and ask, “Now can you see
any more dots?”
it not see dots in as many signboards as in ply, even if it Is the same as the reply checked.
1 “Again tell me where the dots are in all the signboards.” I Same as far TEST 6.
12 Should the patient not see dots In as many signboards as in I ‘
TEST 5, cover the left barrel and ask, “Now can you see ‘
any more dots?” I ,
~ Put a check mark on all “Test Balls” in which lines areSome of the balls have clear black lines—they are called “Test i blurred. The “Test Balls” are the numbered balls.
Balls”; the others have blurred lines, “Note that No. 1 of the DIRECTIONS FOR SCORING
riglit-e~e test is clear while Nos. 2 and 3 are blurred.” (On I PASS SCORE. “Lines clear in all “Teat Balls” at 00-00.
opposite page “Test Balls” are numbered.) I P.AS~ABLE SCORE. Lines only slightly blurred in
tWhat Is clear in the 2nd row. 3d row, etc., etc.? Are blurred i some “Teet Balls” at 00-00,
‘Test Balls’ completely blurred or only slightly ‘ blurred ?“ UNDES!EABLE TENDENCY ~ORE. Lines corn-
Use same test with DB-7R and DB-7L. Occlusion of the eye I pletdy blurred in some “Test Balls” (like those blurred
not’ ‘being tested Is desirable. See Note 2. ‘ I in the card) a~d clear in others at 00-00 or beyond.
Move slide holder to 2.50 Reading Distance, I For Near Point Test set at 2.50, ReadIng Distance,.
and ask for clear lines and slurred lines In the “Test Balls.” and score as above.
Slide holder is now in position for this test. I Put ~ vertical line on the figure or’ space between
“To what number does the arrow point?” I fl~W~ to which the arrow points. Should the arrow
~ move, see directions for TEST 3.
1 “Do you see two balls., three balls, or four balls?” ‘ I Put a check mark on tile design most nearly corre
~ 2 “What color are they?’ sponding to the reply. The position of the faces Is
~ 3 If four balls are seen, ask, “Are the little faces looking at Important. The check mark as determined . by the
each other or away from each other?” position of the faces should be on the same side of the
~ “Pass” column as the check mark in TEST 9.
Move slide holder to 00—00 or any point favored by I Ch~~k the last correct reply. .
patient. ‘ I ‘ ‘
~ 1 “What do you see in the lower corners of the frame?” . . ‘ .
~ 2 “What seems to float in front of the card in line 1? In all ‘
the other lines?”
1)5-11. What figures do you see iii each of the four
squares?
~ l’ut a chei’k mark on all correct replies.






ESSENTIAL QUESTIONS FOR TESTING
J]hl
Not~ I
ô “Can you see the dot in signboard No. 9?” If the answer is
“No,” move slide holder toward the eyes and say, “Tell me
when you can see the dot in sIgnboard No. 9.” Note position
on shaft when seen, and record.
Note2 .
If “Test Balls” are clear at 00-00, further information
may be obtained bp moving the slide holder ‘slowly toward
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1 When some child tries to push into line ahead of me
I~ am not afraid to tell him to get back
2 I try- t~ be the first one to get on a streetcar [~]
3. ~I am among the first to yell. at a game
/ 4 I try to get a seat in the streetcar or train before
someone else does .
5 I get angry when the class leader is too “bossy”
6. Iim”us~ial1y doin~ the talking in any crowd ~.
7. I fihd it hard to talk before other children
8 I talk back to a friend who is “bossy”
9 I like to show people around to meet other people - L~1
10 If there are pieces of s~lt in my ice cream, I tell the
stprekeeper about it
11 I tell the ~foceryman that it is my turn when the
grocer tries to wait on someone else first
12 I try to get the storekeeper to sell me candy at a
cheaper price
13 Eve’~n though I don’t understand what the teacher
:says, I don’t ask her to say it again..... .
~ • . • • •
14 I do almost everytjiing other people tell me to do
~.5 I am often against what people say
16 I stick to what I’ve said even if other children don’t
likeit —
17 I don’t mind when other children get ahead of me in
line
- .- . . . - I . .- -
\ 18 I have a’lot of nerve
19 i always want to have my way with other peopie
20 I try to get my own way even if I have to fight for it / [~]














- - - Aspects of Personality
~1. I- think that friends who don’t agree with me are
~ stupid ~
~22.- I raise my hand so that the teacher will call oiri~e to
go on an errand ~j J~j 22
I do not like to be the leader in games 23
24 I start the fun at a quiet party
25. I do not like to start a ne~ game among my friends, ‘: ‘J
but I let someone else do it ~ 25 ‘
26. hike tô.be the first in lii~e wheh’I p1á~ra game. ~
27 I get the boys and girls together for parties, clubs, and
teams 27
28. I don’t like to ask questions in class 28
29 I want to lead the class 29
30. 1 like to stick up for th~ rights
31 I like to talk with sonT~ne else about my work E~1 ~J ~
32 I like to go from one group of children to another~
and talk ~ ~J32
33 when I make up my mind not to do a thing, I just
do it 33
34 I0always want to be with my father and mother
35 I feel sure I can do things I want to do ~ 35
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• ~of For~uii;iIity
/ SECTION II :
1. 1 (10 not. like to have people ask me questions about S -
myself .5.
2 I like ba’eb ~ll and football better than quiet games 2
3. 1 would rather go to a party than stay at hOme. a
4. I would rather play with otheI~ children tha~n play *
• alone ..
5 I Ii ~ ye many frieLds ~J ~ 5
6. 1 do not make friends easily 6
7. 1 like to go to school early’ because I have hiany
friends waiting for me [~] ~
• 8. I like to make new friends ~ 8
9. 1 like friends rno~e than books 9
10. I find it easy.to start speaking to a new pupil ‘. ~ io
11 1 k ep quiet, when I am with other people [~J ~ ii
12. 1 like to spend my vacation at some quiet place
13. I do not ~nd when people say bad things abâut me ; is
.:ft: 14. I like to spciid money: 14
15. 1 can be. scolded without-feeling hurt ~ ~
16. 1 make up my~ind quIckly 16
17. I like to be in assembly plays
18.. 1 like lo have people look at me when I am. working .;
:. .19. I like to read before the class ~
.20. I do not. like to work alone . [~] ~ 2O
• :• 21. I make up iiiy mind without much thinking 21
• 22~ 1 like to g’o camping rather than read aboutit ~ 22
2& T would sooner say than write what I think [~] ~ 23
[ 4 1 . (Go right on to the ne# page.)




24 I like to think a great deal ~
25 I want to work alone because I don’t want other
people to be praised for my ideas ~ 25
26 I feel at home at parties 26
27 I would rather play checkers than play bi~ll 27
28 I like to belong to clubs 28
29 I like to play rough sports 29
30 I like to tell my friends all about things that happen to
me ~
31 I worry about the little mistakes I make ~
32 I like to read poetry
33 I thmk of smart things to say afterward, when it is
too late ~i
34 I like to take charge of things for the teacher / [~1 ~
35 I like to go aroun~classes, collecting money for the
Red Cross ~
(Go right on to the next page)
II




~ j ~ I A~pect~ of Pe~onahty
-,
\ SECTION III III
~ 1 I like t~ go to the movies
2 ‘~think most children like to make fun of me 2
~ ‘~3 I get angry about nothing 3
4 I get so angry I can’t talk j~J
5 I fall and trip over things ~ f~j ~
6 I like to listen to the radio 6
7 I find it hard to forget my troubles 7
8 I often talk to myself S
9 I like animals as pets 9
10 I often have -ideas run through my head, so that I
cannot sleep I~J ~J
~ I ~ ~ I never tear pages from my school or library books ~ ii
~ 12 I often giggle and laugl~-for no reason at all L~1 j~ 12
13 I often cry without good reason 13
14 I make believe I am somebody else 14
15 I a~in always afr~id that sad thin~ will happen to me f~J j~J
~L6 I not talk during fire drill [~] [~] 16
17 I think that I was happier when I was a baby 17
~8 ‘I always cross the street at the corners is
~ often think people follow me at night
—~ ~0 I think that my friends are against me 20
21 I often find it hard to breathe — 21
~ 22 I feel tired most of the time 22
~23 I often feel sick when I have to go to sch@ol
I’ 24 I worry about getting sick
25 I don’t like to be absent 25
[ 6 J (Go Tzght on to the next Page)
r -/ Aspects of personaht3r
~4i~am afraid to sit in a small room with the door shut
27 1 am very much afraid of water 27
28 I4wish to do the i~(gbt tbin~, but sometimes I can’t
get mysell to do it 28
2~ I cannot stand even a small noise -
30~ I am afraid of thunder ~ 3o
31~ I feel that I haven’t a friend
32 I iike my school because it is clean ~
33 Everything gets on my nerves 33
34 I often feel sad for no reason at all
35 I say one thing and do another 35
36 I like to tease my friends until they cry 36
37 I like ibis Sam~Diffe~~ game 37
38 I believe almost anything that anybody tells me
39 I cry when I am in trouble, because then people pity me
40 I ~n’t forget a wrong that’s been done me
41 I~bink that everybody keeps away from me ~
42 I think my teacher is always watching me
~43 I think my parents pick on me too much 43




V - ~ - ;~ ~ ‘2
-- is a picture of some children playing a game called Same-Different
ying this ga~c~ the teacher writes a sentenc~ on the blackboard, such as
~xiy school.” ‘Then sh~ asks all those children who feel the dame way to
~r hands Next she asks all those who feel different to raise their
hands Someone counts the hands and keeps score The teacher writes a
hber of these sentences on the board, and for each one she asks those who
L same to raise their hands and then she asks those who feel different to
~aise~thej~r hands
We are going to play this game, too, only this time you will find all tl~e
~ ~r~itten in this booklet. Read each sentence carefully. Ask your
vliether you feel the same or different. If youfeel the same, dross out the
~ square at the right which has the letter S in it, like this /
“I like my school”
- you feel thfferent,~ cross out the square ~th the D in it, like this
“I like my school”
~Read every statement, decide how you feel about it, and then cross out the
3re which tells how you feel
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1. Reading Vocabulary
A. WORD FORM:




(Errors may indicate poor vision)
B. WORD RECOGNITION:
Gross differences 1, 4~ 6_Initial sounds or end
ings ...... All others
(Errors may indicate poor hearing)
C. OPPOSITES:
Basic v cabula y 23
D. SIMILARITIES:









decimals, and per cent~...12-lS








cubic content Z_.. 9, 10









_Fir t w rd of’ ntence. ...J-3Names of person .. 4, 6, 9
.~_Names of ‘places 3, 6, 7
Days of week and months....5, 9
~Abbreviation for months 5






Simple~ ‘directions 1, 5
______Directions requiring
























Zeros 3, 4, 7
















G od u g 1, 2, 3, 5T se .. 6, 7
‘‘Case 4,8,9
Understanding directly
stated facts....2, ‘3, 8, 9, 12,
Making




Sequence of events 17-:
G. REFERENCE SKILLS:
______Par’s of book 1
Alphabetizing 3~
Use of ta le of
contents 5’L









_Mu t. with fractions 10,
Cancellation of froctions..12,
Fractions and mixed
or whole numbers 14-
Pointing off decimals 18,
Denominate numbers
G. DIVISION:
l s 1Z r s in qu tient 3, 6, 8R mainders ..._
Inverting divisors in
fractions 11—
ix d umbers 6,
Reducing fractions to
decimals
‘Pointing off decimals 19,
U ~ I, , ,,~ ,~ áLILI~ ‘
DIAGNOSTIC ANALYSIS OF LEARNING DIFFICULTIES
If the diagnostic ‘profile of a test indicates that a pupil is making normal progress in all fields the tead~
er will have no use for the following dioghostic analysis. However, where the diagnostic profile shows achiev
ment below ‘a desirable standard in ‘One or , more major ‘fields, the following device, which appears somewhei
on every Progressive Achievement Test, will assist in ‘identifying and analyzing the specific cause~ of difficull
as a basis for remedial instruction. ‘ ‘ ‘‘
The numerals and capital ‘letters in the diagnostic analysis correspond to the sections ‘of the te~
similarly marked. For example, if the diagnostic profile shows unsatisfactory achievement in Test 4, Sec.
(addition in arithmetic fundamentals), on inspection of the unsatisfactory responses in this section of the te~
(by number) will reveal whether or ‘not remedial instruction is needed in carrying, use of zeros, reducing to con
mon denominators, and the like. These topics are then checked by the teacher as the basis for remedial won
Once an adequate diagnosis has been mode, remedia[ instruction is frequently a simple matter. Howeve
teachers have in the past found the clerical work incident to following each’ individual pupil a heavy burden. Suc
extra work is almost completely eliminated if this dkgnostic analysis is torn from the test booklet pnd kept c
the teacher’s desk where the various items may be checked off as the pupil masters them.
Selecting topic or

































TEST 1. SEC. A
irections: If two words are the same or
mean the same write S. If they are dif
ferent or mean different things, w~ite D.
46 PRACTICE EXERCISE
Sample:
On the following pages, yort will find directions such
as the, following:
Draw a line under the word dog and’write its number
on the line to the right.
1 book ~ bat 3 dog 4 3 1
Notice that the word dog has a line drawn under it and
that number 3 is written on the line to the right.
Draw a line under the word pronounced by the teacher.
Write its number on the line to the right.



















TEST 1. SEC. B
2 Wednesday ~ Tuesday ~ Monday
____________ 1
______ 4
_______ 5~‘ singeing ~ singing
4
Directions: Draw a line under the word pronounced by the teacher.
Write its number on the line to the right.
1 this 2 baIl . my ‘~ tree
. 1 grand , ~ great ~ grunt ~ growl
1 wrath 2 wrist ~ wreck ‘~ write
1 Thursday
1 chattering 2 moulting
1 1 July 2 January 3 June August ‘ 6
~ 1 thought 2 throughout ~ through ~ thoroughfare
~ 1 precious 2 practice ~ prairie ~ practical 8
1 warship 2 waltz ~ wanness ~ warrant
1 el~ctrocute 2 elasticity’ 3 elimination ‘~ efficient. :1 0
~. premium , 2 poiiti~al ~ public ~ primary . , - 1 1
1 b~izzard 2 blustei~’ ~ blight blotch 12,
1 associate 2 avenue ~ acquire 4arrival , 1 3
1YJELD 2 YOUNG 3 4 14
1 WHISTLE 2 WHARF ~ wholesale ~‘ whirl
1 recipe 2 recital ~ regime ~‘ receipt
1 contagious 2 tarni~val ~ cautious ‘ ~ cafeteria
1 MASSACRE 2 maximii~um a material ~ menagerie









Sec. A. Score (nuñabcr righ~) —-
1 rheometer 2 pneumatics ~ rheumatic 4 pneumonia
—3—
Sec. B. Score (number right)
— P1 I
1 sour 2 hint
~ feature
1 dead 2 cause
~ age





3remote ~ purse 18
‘2loser
~ treaty ~ wallet 19
1 notice 2 valor
~ unsteady ~ visible 21
2 weasel.
Sec. C. Score (number right)
TEST1. SEC.D
Directions: Draw a line uhder the word which means the
same or .about the same as the first word: Write
its number on the’linè to the right. ‘“
0. large ‘pretty 2 run ~ big ~ rich 3 0
1, enemy ~ foe 2 weigh
~ subdue ~ thicken
2. promise. 1 pure 2 compact
~ neutral ~ lovely
3. lie 1 untrue 2 amateur
~ denial
4. trade . 1 merchant
~ ideal
5~ hard 1 dense . 2 hint
~ feature ~ deed







~ pleasant 1 ~
1 wise’ 2 innocent
~ silent ~ location ~‘ 2~
1 quiet 2 keen ~ mood ~ hurl 1 ~:
freight 1 allow 2 cargo I
hurl ~ easy’’ ‘4F
physic ian 1 leisure 2 enemy
~ doctor ‘ 4 ugly ‘‘
magnificent 1 purchase 2 magician
~ exquisite ~1 (~stationary
1 ocean
‘high ~ destroy 1
1 sufficient 2 stem
3~friend 4’wonder ‘
1 land . 2 container
~ brook 4~expect
1 entertain 2 fertile.
~ doubt ~ amount 2%
1haul ‘ 2 nurse ‘ ‘ . -
~ doubt. ~ enmity 2’
1 pulpit 2 rigor
sermon ~ ledge
Sec. 0. Score (number right)
TEST 1.SEC.C
‘Directions: Draw a line under the ‘word which means the
opposite or about the opposite of the first word.
Write its number on the line to the right.





high 1 crooked 2 lost ~ low,4 end . .
give 1 raw 2 bill ~ stern ‘~ receive 2
cry 1 mind 2 laugh ~ family ‘ add , 3












8. safety 1 danger , 2 alarm
~ refuse
9. attack 1 age 2 defense
warn ~ alarm





7. calm 1 quiet” 2 token
~ vanity
8. industry 1 infantry
~ repent







1 love 2 alarm




seer12. tame 1 spot 2 repeat 3 ~ wilçl 12
13. solid 1 liquid 2 soldier
3 torrid ~ whistle ‘ 13
- 14. east 1 under 2 west ~ ease ~ best 14
15: aloud 1 bi~acelet 2 chirp
~ silent ~ almond 15
16. dainty ~ assume 2 curtain
coarse ~ dairy 16
17. inferior 1 conquest 2 invite
3.ideal ~ superior , 17
















~: young . ..~ tragic , 22
23. expensive ~‘ infect 2 excel
3cheap ~ experiment 23
—4—
4?
Go right on to the next column.
Sec. E. Score (number right)
2. Camels are useful
1 in large cities 2 as food
~ in tranportation
5. The camel is
1 wild 2 useless
6. His home is in the
1 desert 2 jungles
Go right on’ to the next page.
TEST2. SEC.F
Read this story:
Camels live mostly on the desert. Theyhave
padded feet, nostrils that can be closed in a
storm, and thick bushy eyebrows and, lashes
which protect their eyes. Their stomachs
and humps are made up of cells which store
their water and food for future use on their
long journeys through the desert wastes. They
are the principal means of transportation on
the Sahara Desert.
Draw a line under ‘the correct answer., Write
its number on the line to the right.
1. The best title for the ab~ve story is .,
1 Domestic Animals 2 The Camel
~ The Desert
3 The camel’s stomach and hump
contain
1 fur 2 cells ‘ ~ pads
4. The camel eats
1irregularly 2 regularly ~ rarely
~u~eful
~ mountains ‘ 6
TEST 2., SEC. E
~ead the following and carry out the directions:
1’.’ cross out two letters to make
c,~uflt out of this word: country
2. ‘Draw a line under the name of the
largest animal, and put its number
on the line to the right.
1 dog 2. rat ~ cow ‘~‘ sheep 2
- Some of the Roman numerals are:
19 XIX, 21 XXI’ 30 XXX, 31 XXXI.
Write 30 in Roman numerals on
the line to the right.
[. Write the first word in this sen
tence on the line to the right.
Write in the missing
letter in the word, horse. Hors
‘Cross out the third wor.d and
write it on the line to the right.
1 girl 2woman ~ cat ~ mother 6
Write the first letter of the girls’
names on the line to the right.
1 Marie 2Arthur ~ Richard 4Mary
Look at the numbers below. Write
the third number to the’ right of 8
on the line to the right.
634852190 8
When two words are spoken as
one, the shortened form is a con
traction. The apostrophe denotes
the missing letters, such as: can
not, can’t. Write the word mean
ing do’ not in the forth’ of a con
traction on the line to the right.’
______ 9
The suffix, ness, is used to form
nouns meaning state or quality of
being, such as: sick-sickness. Add
the suffix, ness to the word white,
and write it on the line to the right.
10
—5—
TEST 2. SEC~ F (Continued)
Read this story:
Oüe ~f the large coufltries i~ North America
is Canada.
Canada has an irregular coast line with many
fine harbors. It is lacking in large ports be
cause of the ice-bound harbors in the winter,
an.d this is a serious handicap to the develop
ment of trade.
Canada is rich in natural resources, but the
population is still small: There are vast areas
of valuable forests; the many fur-bearing ani
mals are a source of great revenue; and the
streams have unlimited possibilities for the
development of power.
Draw a line under the correct answer.
number on the line to the right.
7. The above story is about
• 1 North America 2 Canada
~ large countries
8. They have
1 few natural resources
2 many large ports ~ fine harbors S
9. A serious handicap is
1 over-production 2 ice-bound harbors
~ lack of streams
1O~ The climate of Canada is
1 changeable 2 very dry
~ equatorial . 10
11. Choose the best statement
1 Canada has few natural resources
2 The cotton is profitable in Canada




The telephone is a device for transmitting
speech by means of electricity. The first patent
for this instrument was granted .to Alexander
G. Bell on March 7, 1876.
Following the original invention, there have
been many improvements in the mechanical
fe-atures of telephones. Submarine cables have
been laid across the ocean to permit communi
cation between countries, and many overhead
wires have been removed by burying the wires
in conduits under ground. Recently there has
been a great amount of experimentation with
wireless telephony. -
Go right on to the next column.
The prinèipal achievement of the telephone
is that of abridging space. By this means of
communication, business transactions and
conversations are more quickly completed and
trade and commerce have been greatly stim
ulated. Thus, we see that telephones have been
a definite aid in the progress of our nation.
Write the numbers of the correct answers on th
line to the right.




~ business transactions . 1 :~
Of the six statements below select the one thai
would make the best title for each of the three para—~
graphs of the story. On the lines to the right put ~
“1” opposite the one you select for the first paragraph~
a “2’~ opposite the one you select for the second para~
graph, and a “3” opposite the one you select fGr th~
third paragraph.
March~7, 1876
Invention of the telephone.
Recent improvements and devel
opments -
Mechanical features




Number these statements on the lines to the righ
to show the order in which they occur in the story.
Removing overhead wires I
Granting the patent . • • 1
Wireless telephony . _____I
Inventing the telephone 21
Go right on to the next page.
Sec. F. Score (number right)
12. Alexander G. Bell was an
1 artist 2 inventor






TEST 2. SEC. G
irections: Draw a line under the correct answer.
Write its number on the line to the right.
1. The preface is found in what part
of the book?
1 beginning 2 middle
2. The index is found in what part
of the book?
1 beginning 2 middle
3end 1
3end 2
Directions: Look at the index at the bottom of the
page and find the answers to these questions.
8~. Information about the Ohio River
will be found on what page?.
_______ S
9. Information concerning oil in Ru
mania will be found on what page? .. : 9
10. Information concerning the physi
cal features of Oklahoma will be
found on what page?
L kind would come after
1 box . 2 live ~ join ~hide
L spoon would come after
1 quick 2 toil ~ pound ~ kind





How Man Conquered the Wilderness 1
Poultry and Eggs 19
3. Transportation 43
4. Why We Need Food 50
5. The Nations of the Earth 71
6. Communication 88
7. Why the World Works 100
On. what page does.
“Transportation” begin?.
Which of these stories is on page 88?
1 Poultry . and Eggs
2 Communication
3 Transportation
The material on page 40 is part of
what chapter?
Go right on to the next column.
Ohio River, 134.
Oil: in Irak,.383; in Manchuria, 400; in Persia,
382; on plains, 56; in Rumania, 329; in Trans
Caucasion Regions, 377.; in Yugoslavia, 331.
Oil cakes, what they are, 27. -
Oil seeds, in British East Africa, 355.
Oklahoma:• cattle in, 141; chief city of, 147;
climate of, 132; cotton in,: 137; oil in, 141;
physical features of, 135; rank of, in agricul
ure, 140; wheat in, 157.
Olive pressing, in Albania, 333.
Olives: in Africa, 349; in Anatolia, 376; in
california 190; in Greece, 332; in Italy, 337.














Sec. G. Score (number right).
Stop Here
—7—
TEST 3. SEC. B





Draw a line under the correct word. Write its
number on the line to the right..
means 1 add 2 subtract
~ multiply ~ divide
1 add 2 subtract
~ multiply ~‘ divide
1 add 2 subtract
~ multiply ~‘ divide
1 add 2 subtract
~ multiply ~ divide
1 cent 2 quarter
~ dime ~ dollar
1 hour 2 inch . L
ounce ~ root
1 foot 2.second
- ~ part ~ ratio
tdegree 2pi
3root 4part
1 degree 2 inch
~ per cent ~ ratio
1 angle 2 foot
3at 4inch
1 care of 2 less than
~ square root ~ right angle
Sec. B. Score (number right)
TEST.3.~ ~SEC. A
Write each of these sums on the line to the
- right, using numerals.
Twelve . 12
-Thirty-four . 1




Two dollars and two cents 6
Sixty dollars and nine cents
Draw a line under the correct number and write
it on the line to the right.
IV means 2 4 6 8 8
XXX means~ 25 29 30 .31 ____ 9
M means 1000 40O0~5000 7000 10
Draw a line under the largest number in each
row and write it On the line to the right.
128 226 321 190 ____11~
1/~. .1/5. 2L 12
20.01 .2.0671 21.3 5.361 13
.25 4/5 .621/2 14
1/3 2/7.75% .2/5 15













)irections: Work the problems. Write each answer
on the line to the right.
L. Nan has five pieces of candy.
Fred has ten pieces of candy. How
many pieces have they together?
________________ 1
A farmer had 14 cows. He sold 4
of them. How many cows did he
have left?
____ 2
Ann has 2 dolls. Sally has three
times as many. How many dolls
does Sally have?
Jane had 9 apples and she divided
them equally among herself and
two other girls. How many apples
did each receive?
4
One dish contained twelve cookies
and another contained eighteen.
The children ate 6 of the cookies.
How many cookies were left?
5
A class-room had six rows of desks
with 7 desks in each row. Five
desks were moved from the room.
How many desks were left?.
6
Mr. Smith had 100 chickens and
sold 40. He gave all the others to
his four children, giving the same
number to each. How many chick
ens did each child receive?
________ ____ 7
Mary weighs 85 pounds, Ruth
weighs 65 pounds, and Ethel
weighs 90 pounds. What is their
average weight?
8
• TEST 3. SEC. C (Continued)
9. How many. square inches are
there in a piece of glass 15 inches
wide and 20 inches long?
10. How many one inch squares can
be placcd in the bottom of a box
3 inches wide, 6 inches deep, and
10 inches long?
11. At a candy sale, four-fifths of a
class brought bags of taffy to
school. There were 45 pupils in
the class. How many pupils
brought. taffy?
12. 1\’Iary paid $1.75 for a new book,
30 cents for lunch, and 20 cents
for carfare. She spent the amount
left out of $5.00 for a new dress.
How much, did the dress cost?
12
13. Our team has played 12 games
and lost 3 of them. What per
cent of the games did we lose?
14. A bank received seven per cent
interest on a loan of $300.00 for
one year. How much interest was
received?
15. On a map ¾ inch is used to rep
resent 10 miles. The distance be
tween two cities on the map is 2









Sec. C. Score (number right)
—9—
Sec. I). Score (number right)
TEST 4. SEC. D
These are problems in addition. Write your answers under the








































































.04 + .261 + .3 108 =
32.4+ 2.53 +...0627± 4=
1 ft. 1~0 in.






TEST 4. SEC. E
50
Sec. E. Score (number right1
These are problems in subtraction. Write your

















——¼ (12). •__1/~ (13)
¾
_1/~
(14) . . -~
5 ¼ (15)






(20) 8 ft. 5 in.






















Sec. F. Score (number right) — —.
TEST 4. SEC. F
These are problems in multiplication. Write your answers under
the problems and also on the lines to the right.
(1)
432 (2)













































































These are problems in division. Write your answers over the.







































Sec. G. Score (number
—13—
TEST 5. SEC. A TEST 5. SEC. C
Directions: in these sentences draw a line under Directions: Draw a line under the correct word
each letter that should be capitalized. Write in each sentence. Write its number on the
the capital letters on the lines to the right, line to the right.
1. spring is here. 1 Mother (I may 2 can) I go out?
(1 Lemme 2 Let me) have the ball.
2. does snow fall in winter? 2
Where (i was 2 were) you last night?
3. moss, ferns, and trees grow in The ~book was (1 took 2 taken) from
brazil. the shelf.
4. The baby likes bill, mary, and The teacher will (1 learn 2 teach) us.
__________________ 4
me. We (1 sung 2 sang) the song.
5. The abbreviation for septembcr She (1 ate 2 et) her spinach.
is sent. He (1 don’t 2 doesn’t) ride his bicycle.
6. Last Wednesday miss smith Mother bought the candy for
sailed for europe. (~ us 2 we) girls.
I (1 knowed 2 knew) the candy was
7. Many people travel through the. hard. I ~
rocky mountains. -
8. Father said, “you may go tO the Directions: If the statements given below are
s complete sentences, draw a line under the word
party. • YES; if not, draw a line under the word NO. -
9. Last tuesday i visited my uncle 11 The boy went to the play
john. ground. YES NO 1~
12. When he returns. YES NO. Ii
See. A. Score (number right)
13. She likes to read: YES NO 1~
14. Are they coming? YES l~1O
TEST 5. SEC. B 15. The man of whom yOu were
speaking. YES NO 1:
Directions: In the following story write in the
periods (.), commas (,), question marks ~ 16. The speech was given in the
and quotation marks (“ “) that are left out. lecture room. - YES NO 1.
- 17. Near the source of the river
Jack wanted a dog He told his father and by the waterfall. YES NO I
about it.
18. Month by m&nth he con
Jack said Father will you buy a dog tinued to advance. YES NO
19. In order to p~rovide the ne
Father said If I buy a dog for you what cessities of life. YES NO
- will you name him
20. Calling to. his dog and run
In reply Jack stated that if he had his ning at top speed after his
choice he would name him Spot. friends. YES NO
Sec. B. Score (number right) Sec. C. Score (number right) ......
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TEST 5. SEC. E

















Sec. D. Score (number right)
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
S
